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Dela juzgar: 13 Hi, thanks for sharing this post. I own a blog too and was thinking if I have to share it?Mondegreen A mondegreen (sometimes misspelt mon-degreen) is a mishearing or misinterpretation of a song as being another song, usually one that is similar in meter, key, and/or time signature. The term
mondegreen is most associated with the mishearing of songs (mixed with the confusion of which song the listener is actually hearing) as being from a different genre or artist than originally intended. The phenomenon is most commonly observed among ordinary people, who may mishear a song due to the similarity
in sound of lyrics. It is an example of a misperception, which is the wrong impression that occurs when a common phenomenon is misperceived. In the artistic world, mondegreens are not uncommon among singers, such as in the case of Nick Lowe, who has used them to his benefit and to describe his music. History
In the early 1900s, popular songs were often sung (and played) over the radio in a popular style, and composers and their publishers often took advantage of this by writing songs and giving them to publishers who would then "publish" them by releasing the song for sale in sheet music form. This caused songs to be
a series of one-offs that had a similar time signature or key signature, as well as similar musical transitions. The term "mondegreen" was coined by Frank Loesser, who used it to describe such songs. Examples Chet Atkins's older brother, R. W. "Bob" Atkins, had one of the first recorded examples of a mondegreen on

a recording of the song "When the Midnight Choo-Choo Leaves for Alabamy" (1926). Bob Atkins inadvertently misheard the recording as "When the Midnight Choogwo-Choogwo Leavses fo' Alabamy", and misheard the name of the song as being from another songwriter. Patti Page had a very popular song called
"Poor Little Fool" which she recorded, but turned out to be performed by Johnny Williams, a close friend who went on to write the tune. In the same year "Fools Rush In" by Bill Withers was a huge hit in the United States. However, the song was
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